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Abstract
Much of the attention directed toward video games is focused on their role as
entertainment. However, researchers have found that video games can have other, more practical
uses for society. This thesis is designed to examine three specific examples of the practical
applications of video games: video games in education, video games as accessible technology,
and the social uses of video games. This project is based on pre-existing research conducted by
professionals studying the aforementioned subtopics. Anecdotal stories from educators, people
with disabilities, and developers are also discussed. The thesis explores specific examples of
video games being used practically, and the researcher suggests several opportunities for further
research on the topic.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
General Introduction of the Research Project
Since its inception, the video game landscape has quickly evolved. What started as a
communal experience featuring arcade cabinets shifted to a solitary one focused on home
consoles, which allowed players to enjoy games in the comfort of their own homes. Evolving in
tandem with the internet age, video games became much more than single-player experiences.
Gamers now play games with their friends, their family, and even strangers as they cooperate or
compete in online multiplayer games. A novel hobby rapidly exploded into an extremely
lucrative industry, with analysts expecting it to generate $159.3 billion in revenue in 2020 (Field
Level Media, 2020).
As the industry and the games themselves evolved, so did the gamers that played them.
According to the Entertainment Software Association ([ESA] 2020), there are roughly 214
million gamers in the United States, with three quarters of U.S. households housing a gamer.
About 64% of gamers are aged 18-54, which dispels the commonly held idea that most gamers
are children. About 65% of gamers play games with others, indicating a shift from a solitary
experience back to a communal one. Traditionally, video games have been marketed toward
men. Men still constitute the majority of gamers, accounting for 61% of total gamers. However,
41% of gamers are women, representing a significant portion of the player base that has often
been sidelined.
As games quickly garnered high sales, attention was directed at the violence featured in
video games and its effect on children. The stigma was inherently associated with video games
and gamers in the 1990s, 2000s, and – to a certain extent – the present day. Despite the negative
attention focused on them, video games present multiple opportunities in today’s society.
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Though they are specifically designed to entertain, video games can be used for several practical
uses outside the realm of entertainment.
For the sake of a focused approach, this project highlights three specific areas for video
games beyond entertainment: education, accessibility, and social uses. These three categories
could each be the main focus of an individual study, and several other unmentioned categories
are worthy of research. However, these specific categories are some of the most prevalent uses
for video games.
The Research Problem
The purpose of this project is to examine three practical uses of video games beyond their
intended purpose of entertainment: education, accessibility, and social uses. This project will
synthesize available literature regarding each subtopic, and it will discuss several examples of
video games that apply to the subtopics and the findings of the literature. Aside from games, the
project will investigate educators, video game developers, and organizations that create or utilize
video games for purposes other than to entertain.
It is important to note that the idea of entertainment cannot be dissociated from video
games. Video games’ primary function is to entertain. Whether they are used for education,
accessibility, or social uses, video games will almost always incorporate fun. With that said,
video games offer other functions beyond entertainment, and this project is inherently focused on
uncovering and analyzing those purposes. The hypothesis of this project is that using video
games for practical purposes will result in mostly beneficial outcomes.
Rationale for Research Project
This project is designed to analyze video games as potential tools for use in today’s
society. The researcher presumes that video games can be thought of as a toolbox. Certain games
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can possibly be used for a particular need just as certain tools can be used to fix certain
problems. This project will ask these questions: How can video games operate beyond their
intended function of entertainment for other purposes? Who uses video games as practical tools?
How are game creators and gamers evolving video games to function more practically within
society? If there are positives to using games as tools, are there any drawbacks? These questions
were initially posed in the literature review, which can be found in the appendix chapter of this
thesis.
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Definition and Explanation of Key Terminology
Accessibility: Accessibility in gaming is focused on providing access to gamers with disabilities
who would otherwise experience difficulty playing video games. Accessibility can be achieved
through specifically designed hardware, like controllers that allow players to control a game with
their tongue instead of their thumbs (Yuan et al., 2011). It can also be achieved through options
within the games themselves. These options have the potential to give better access to players
with visual, auditory, mobility, and cognitive disabilities (Acovino, 2020). As the AbleGamers
Charity notes, accessibility technology and game options can “bridge the gap between ability and
desire” (About AbleGamers, n.d.).

Developer: Game developers plan, design, and create video games. Their size varies greatly
depending on the game studio. Some development studios hire hundreds of developers and
employees for a project, while others only have a handful of creators. They encompass several
roles including programmers, writers, actors, and artists (Developer, PC Magazine, n.d.).

Disabilities: There are several disabilities that can affect people’s access to playing video games.
This thesis focuses on a broad range of disabilities through four specific categories: visual
disabilities, auditory disabilities, mobility disabilities, and cognitive disabilities (Bierre et al.,
2005). As a point of clarification, the researcher refers to disabilities and people with disabilities
under the writing guidelines provided by the Americans with Disabilities Act Knowledge
Translation Center (2018). Quotes from other researchers, however, may be included that use
language that was accepted at that time, but is now considered outdated.
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Hardware: Hardware, in general, is electronic machinery. In the video game world, consoles
(like the Xbox or PlayStation), computers, and controllers are all examples of hardware. The
architecture of hardware makes it possible for software to run on a particular machine
(Hardware, PC Magazine, n.d.).

MMO: MMO stands for massively multiplayer online game. These games allow several users to
interact together in a shared, online world. A larger acronym of MMORPG is often used
interchangeably with MMO. MMORPG stands for massively multiplayer online role-playing
game. MMORPGs, specifically, encourage players to role-play as characters within the world of
the game. Players often adopt personas and develop character traits for their created avatars
(Yee, 2006).

Software: In general, software is any program operated on a computer. In terms of video games,
software refers to applications, programs, digital marketplaces, and video games themselves
(Software, PC Magazine, n.d.).
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Chapter 2: Hypothesis (Theory)
Overview of Applied Theories
The theories utilized in this study correspond to the three categories of education,
accessibility, and the social uses of video games. Each category contains its own theories
regarding video games, and the combination of each of them gives a holistic picture of video
games in general. With these in mind, it will be easier to understand the practical applications of
video games.
Interactive Media
The idea of control sets video games apart from other media. With the use of a controller
or a keyboard and mouse, players have direct influence over their decisions and the outcome of
games. Many games offer players immense agency within the structure of the game. Open-world
RPGs allow players to create characters and choose how they want to play the game. Story-based
games sometimes allow players to make decisions that dramatically affect the outcome of the
game. Several players, therefore, can have completely different experiences with a game because
of the decisions they made. Even in linear games – whose story is unalterable – minute decisions,
like how to tackle a puzzle, can lead to unique approaches based on the player’s choices.
Independence and Education
Along with the notion of interaction comes the idea of independence. Playing video
games is an active experience compared to the passive experience of watching a movie or
reading a book, for example. The active nature of video games gives players more control over
their actions. In an educational setting, where students are placed inside of a virtual environment,
this independence allows for creative opportunities to solve problems (Barko & Sadler, 2013).
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Video games’ independence, therefore, disrupts the idea of a more linear experience of
traditional educational lessons.
Accessibility, or Lack Thereof
Traditionally, games are designed for players without disabilities. Specifically, games are
intended to be operated with two hands using a keyboard and mouse or a controller. Many games
feature multiple inputs for controls, which translate to buttons and analog sticks on a controller
or keys and a mouse on a computer. Of course, gaming is not as physically demanding as sports
or other physical activities are. However, playing video games still requires human input through
a device. For many people, this is a hurdle that is often not realized until after they have
purchased a game (Bierre et al., 2005). The lack of accessibility – either in the form of hardware
or settings within the software – is prevalent in many games. Because of this, millions of players
either cannot play games at all or are faced with difficulty when they try to play games (Yuan et
al., 2011).
Social Connectivity
With an increased focus on online gaming, video games offer players the ability to play
together through the internet. According to the ESA (2020), 65% of gamers play games together.
Most people, about 42% of them, play with friends they know outside of gaming. However, a
significant number of players, about 17%, play with a dedicated group of other players that they
met online (ESA, 2020). This social connectivity enables players to connect with one another,
and it offers a new digital social space for people to hang out. These spaces allow for friendships
to develop (Kowert et al., 2014).
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Brief Overview of Literature Reviewed, Discussed and Applied
For the purposes of researching the practical applications of video games, a literature
review was conducted to gather information about the topic. Research was conducted based on
the categories of education, accessibility, and social implications in the realm of video games.
Many of the pieces of literature studied for this thesis were scholarly articles. These
articles were written by researchers studying the effects of games in education, accessibility in
gaming and players with disabilities, and the social implications of video games. These articles
were largely sourced from databases like JSTOR.
Another facet of the literature utilized for this thesis was gathering information from
news organizations and video game publications. Sources like The Washington Post, NPR, The
New York Times, and other news outlets were used. The researcher also gathered and synthesized
articles on specific games and how they are being used outside of entertainment. Trusted video
game publications, like PC Magazine and The Verge, were also examined.
Given that online content creation is linked to video games, some research was directed
at content creators. Specifically, much of this attention was focused on gamers with disabilities.
These creators provide their own experiences playing video games through their online blogs and
videos, and they explain disabilities and accessibility from a first-hand perspective. Some
creators researched in this study were even involved in the development of certain games.
The discussion chapter of this thesis features several examples of video games based on
the findings of the literature. In that chapter, specific games will be examined to see how they
correlate to the findings of the researchers. The information in that chapter will be based on
literature derived from a variety of sources. News organizations that wrote stories on games
being used in educational settings will be included in that chapter. Content creators who live with
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disabilities and play video games will be also discussed. Finally, specific online video games and
the social spaces they provide will be investigated.
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Chapter 3: Methods
Study Method and Study Design
This research thesis is a synthesis of the available literature regarding the three subtopics
of education, accessibility, and social uses of video games. This thesis was designed to research
the available literature about the subtopics and synthesize those findings into this document.
Before research began on this thesis, these questions were posed: How can video games extend
beyond their intended role as entertainment to serve more practical purposes in society? How are
educators using video games in their classrooms, and are they useful learning tools or
distractions? How are video game developers making games more accessible, and what is the
current state of accessibility in gaming? Do video games present opportunities for social
enhancement? These questions were posed in the literature review, which is included in the
appendix chapter of this thesis.
Explanation of Sample to Be Used in the Study
The thesis itself is rather broad given the three distinct subtopics within the main topic of
video games’ practicality. Because of this, each subtopic focuses on different sample groups. The
education subtopic is focused on educators and students who use video games as learning tools.
Researchers who studied this topic conducted their own surveys and studied specific examples of
educators using games. The accessibility subtopic focuses on gamers with disabilities and how
they navigate the video game sphere that is mostly designed for players without disabilities.
Researchers studying this field conducted their own studies regarding players with disabilities,
and their results are included in this thesis. The social implications subtopic focuses on how
online games offer players the ability to connect with one another. Researchers studied specific
online games and discussed how they affected players who spent a significant amount of time
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playing them with others. The sample group in this subtopic, therefore, are active gamers who
frequently play online games. Their results, along with the results of the other subtopics, are
featured in the findings chapter of this thesis.
Description and Justification of Analytical Techniques Applied
An analysis of the thesis’ findings is included in the discussion chapter of this thesis. In
that chapter, the researcher analyzes the findings of the literature and applies them to specific
games. Like the findings chapter, the discussion chapter is divided by the subtopics of education,
accessibility, and social uses. Each section will highlight certain games that correspond to the
lessons gleaned from the findings of the literature. The discussion chapter is focused on
analyzing data and interpreting it with concrete examples of modern games being used
practically.
In the literature used for this thesis, researchers not only studied specific samples of
people, but also specific video games. Those findings are included in this thesis, but a further
analysis of other games is necessary to have a more complete and up-to-date understanding of
the practical applications of video games.
Assumptions and Implied Limitations of Study Method and Design
The assumptions and limitations included in this chapter were initially posed in the
project charter for this thesis. The project charter can be found in the appendix chapter of this
thesis.
Before conducting research, the researcher posed two assumptions about the topic of the
thesis. The first assumption is that although video games are primarily designed as pieces of
entertainment, they can be used for purposes in society. This assumption primarily stemmed
from video games’ use in educational settings. Games like Math Blaster, for example, have been
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implemented in several curriculums (Barko & Sadler, 2013). With this knowledge, it was
assumed that other games have been used in educational settings. With the knowledge that video
games are used in educational settings, the assumption was made that other fields likely use
video games for uses other than entertainment. The second assumption is that with more
research, development, and time, video games can become tools for different sectors of society.
This assumption presumes that the practicality of video games can present several opportunities
for future developments as tools for various problems.
Given the structure of this capstone thesis, there are a few limitations associated with this
project. The scope of this thesis is perhaps the biggest limitation. Because of the 14-week
deadline for this project’s completion, there was no primary research conducted by the
researcher. No studies, interviews, or surveys were conducted by the researcher himself.
Therefore, the scope of this project was limited to secondary research. As noted in the previous
chapters, literature conducted by professionals was researched and analyzed. This is the basis for
the findings of the project.
Within the limitation of scope is the restriction of the topic itself. The subtopics of
education, accessibility, and social implications limit the scope of the thesis to those three areas
of research. Several other areas are worthy of research in terms of video games’ practicality, but
these were not included in the study design of this thesis. The restriction of the topic to three
specific areas of research limits the totality of knowledge for the topic. Therefore, a wide-ranging
study of the entirety of video games’ practical uses is not included in this thesis.
The COVID-19 pandemic presents another limitation with this project. The researcher
remained at home during the duration of the project following guidelines placed by the Center
for Diseases Control and Prevention. Because of this, research-gathering was limited to online
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resources in databases, search engines, and other online platforms. No research was conducted in
libraries or other in-person collections.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Overview
This chapter features the most substantial data derived from the literature that was
researched for this thesis. It will be divided into three sections: 1) data regarding video games
and education, 2) findings about accessibility and video games, and 3) data concerning the social
implications of video games. Each section features a synthesis of the research conducted by
researchers studying the particular subtopic in question. Following this chapter is an analysis of
the findings that considers specific examples of video games that correspond to this chapter.
Certain video games may be discussed here, but this chapter focuses on a broad view of the
subtopics.
Video Games in Educational Settings
With the data compiled from the literature, it’s clear that video games can be effective
learning tools in an educational environment. A synthesis of the literature reveals three areas
where video games have the potential to excel in education: 1) higher levels of student
motivation, 2) independent learning in problem-solving and critical thinking spaces, and 3)
representations of historical events and environments. Though there are some clear positives,
there are also some drawbacks to implementing video games in educational settings.
Brief Overview
In the past decade, video games have increasingly been incorporated into educators’
lesson plans. In its report on digital tools in schools, Project Tomorrow (2016) notes that 48% of
teachers in 2015 used video games in their classrooms. This indicates an 18% increase in video
game usage from 2012 when only 30% of teachers used games in their curriculum (Project
Tomorrow, 2016). Teachers of younger age groups are more likely to incorporate games into
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their curriculum. In 2015, video games were utilized by 65% of Kindergarten through second
grade teachers, 35% of third through fifth grade teachers, 44% of sixth through eighth grade
teachers, and 31% of ninth through 12th grade teachers (Project Tomorrow, 2016).
Increased Motivation
When used in the classroom, video games can lead to increased student engagement.
Project Tomorrow (2016) writes that 80% of surveyed school principals said they incorporated
video games into their schools’ lesson plans because they believed that games “increase student
engagement in school and learning” (p. 4). Annetta (2008) writes that games can specifically
increase motivation in more reluctant students.
“Educators and scientists repeatedly return to the conclusion that one advantage of
educational games is that games tend to generate a much higher level of students’
positive emotional engagement, thus making the learning experience more motivating
and appealing, improving participation and achievement. Games can motivate passive
students to contribute more than they would in a traditional learning environment. Video
games motivate learning by challenging and providing curiosity, beauty, fantasy, fun, and
social recognition. They reach learners who do not do well in conventional settings” (p.
233).
Students who don’t engage as much as other students find themselves more activated in the
classroom thanks to video games.
A significant reason games lead to increased motivation is their inherent incorporation of
fun. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, entertainment cannot be separated from video games.
Fun, it turns out, can be quite the motivator for passive students. Active engagement in a fun
video game keeps students occupied with the material. Boredom is easily found in schools across
the country, with 65% of surveyed students saying they felt bored at some point during a school
day (Shapiro, 2015). Video games’ fun and approachable design can curb students’ boredom
with lessons that keep students more involved.
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Independence in Problem-Solving and Critical Thinking Spaces
Another aspect of video games that adeptly aligns to learning environments is the idea of
independence within problem-solving spaces. Unlike the structured nature of traditional school
lessons and models, video games give players agency over the action on screen. Barko and
Sadler (2013) highlight Bowman’s (1982) research, noting:
“Video games keep players interested because they offer active control over the
environment in which they are interacting. Video games offer players a better sense of
autonomy and control than that obtainable by students in most classrooms” (Bowman
1982, as cited in Barko & Sadler, 2013, p. 127).
Students, therefore, are in charge of their own actions. Video games present a much more active
learning environment compared to the more passive one of traditional lectures. In education, the
focus of video games is on the individual student rather than the teacher and the class as a whole.
Video games present opportunities for students to engage in critical thinking within
digital spaces. Arizona State University Professor James Gee notes that games are designed as
“problem-solving spaces” where players are tasked with completing a series of obstacles
(National Science Teachers Association, 2010, p. 18). The key to the success of games as
problem-solving spaces is instant feedback. Unlike the traditional model of taking a test and
awaiting results, video games let students immediately learn from their mistakes. Shaffer et al.
(2005) note that games present certain situations that can be valuable in an educational context:
“In virtual worlds, learners experience the concrete realities that words and symbols
describe. Through these and similar experiences in multiple contexts, learners can
understand complex concepts without losing the connection between abstract ideas and
the real problems they can be used to solve. In other words, the virtual worlds of games
are powerful because they make it possible to develop situated understanding” (p. 106).
Players are therefore situated within an environment that requires them to solve problems in
order to progress. Memorization is often the focus of traditional learning environments, but
experimentation is encouraged in video games to figure out the solutions to the games’ problems.
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This experimentation is itself a way of problem-solving where students can work out the answer
by testing certain theories on how to complete a task (Annetta, 2008).
Historical Representations
History, specifically, is perhaps the most applicable subject for videos games’ use in
educational spaces. Video games’ level of immersion grants players the ability to engage with
detailed depictions of environments. In many games that take place in the past, representations of
historical people or places can be presented. Shaffer et al. (2005) write that games can portray
worlds or situations that can’t ordinarily be accessed:
“The first step toward understanding how video games can - and, we argue, will transform education is changing the widely shared perspective that games are ‘mere
entertainment.’ More than a multibillion-dollar industry, more than a compelling toy for
both children and adults, more than a route to computer literacy, video games are
important because they let people participate in new worlds. They let players think, talk,
and act in new ways. Indeed, players come to inhabit roles that are otherwise inaccessible
to them” (p. 105).
Games have the potential to let students learn in a fully-realized historical environment. Ancient
civilizations or historic events can be represented in games, and students can be immersed in
those detailed representations.
Wainwright (2014), a professor at the University of Akron, constructed a history course
with history-based video games as key resources for the course. Students were tasked with
playing Civilization IV, a game where players create an ancient civilization and control its
actions as the civilization progresses into the modern era. Students played the game outside of
the classroom but reconvened during each lecture to discuss and analyze the lessons of the game.
Wainwright (2014) writes that students responded well to the course’s structure:
“The generally positive student assessment of this course indicates that video games are
an effective tool for teaching complex historical concepts to undergraduates and
introducing even non-History majors to advanced theoretical arguments. At the same
time, students learn to analyze games critically for their historical content and design
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assumptions. For some students, such courses develop new levels of critical thinking that
they might not have embraced in more conventional venues. Video games offer unique
opportunities to shape history virtually as well as study it in reality. Most importantly, in
spite of the work and the use of class for instruction, discussion, and analysis (rather than
gameplay) most students enjoy it - thus better enabling them to learn. As one student
commented when asked how the course compared to others: ‘The best part is that it
doesn't’” (p. 603).
What’s noteworthy about Wainwright’s (2014) course is the effectiveness of teaching history to
non-history majors. With this example, video games seem to be especially effective tools for
teaching history because of their immersive elements.
Problems with Video Games in Education
Despite the positives associated with them, video games have a few drawbacks in terms
of education. Educational games are perhaps the least effective type of video game in
educational settings. These games are specifically designed for educational purposes, rather than
games initially designed for entertainment that are repurposed for use in an educational setting.
Barko and Sadler (2013) refer to Squire (2003), who found that educational games typically
don’t offer anything unique compared to traditional models of learning:
“Most video games designed specifically for education have created little more than
technologically advanced and colorful flash cards. Instead of engaging learners in rich
environments that challenge learners to make decisions and solve complex problems,
educational video games have tended to create new venues for drill and grill tasks, not all
that dissimilar from what can easily be accomplished through worksheets” (Squire, 2003,
as cited in Barko & Sadler, 2013, p. 125).
An important element is missing in these games: fun. These games fail to strike a good balance
between providing a fun experience and presenting a unique problem-solving space (Barko and
Sadler, 2013). They also rely on what Barko and Sadler (2013) refer to as “lower-order
learning,” or memorization and recall (p. 126). Educational games, therefore, don’t capitalize on
video games’ unique ability to offer an immersive problem-solving experience where
experimentation is encouraged.
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Though historical games can depict places and events that are otherwise hard to present,
they often solely scratch the surface of presenting a rich history. Boom et al. (2020) note that
games can often fail to fully capture the history they’re trying to present:
“Pasts incorporated in video games are mostly utilised to provide a fun experience in
order to generate revenue. As more and more people depend on video games to teach
them about the past, they often take the history presented in them for granted, relying on
developers to tell an accurate story. Unmediated, players are prone to miss opportunities
for critical engagement with the presented past, and can fall into the trap of presentism”
(p. 28).
Games do provide the ability for players to interact with places, people, or events from history in
a uniquely tangible way, but they often do so in a way that doesn’t allow for critical engagement.
Entertainment is usually the main focus in these games, and gameplay rather than history is at
the center of the experience (Boom et al., 2020). These games often use violence as the main
gameplay feature, effectively making the experience inappropriate for younger students (Boom
et al., 2020).
Accessibility in Video Games
Just as video games present a practical tool for educators, they also serve as valuable
pieces of technology for people with disabilities. However, many people with disabilities
experience difficulty playing games because they are often designed for players without
disabilities who can operate a controller using both hands or can see and hear without difficulty.
Despite this, accessibility has become more of a focal point in the gaming industry in recent
years, and hardware advancements and options within certain software help people with
disabilities access the games they want to play. A synthesis of the literature reveals that with
meaningful accessibility options or hardware solutions, video games can offer more people with
disabilities a practical, tangible way to access technology.
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Brief Overview
Gamers with disabilities make up a significant portion of the total number of gamers in
the United States. According to the ESA (2020), there are 214 million gamers in the United
States. There are about 46 million gamers with disabilities in the United States, representing
almost 21.5% of the total number of U.S. gamers. The ESA, however, doesn’t specify the types
of disabilities gamers live with in its report. Still, the data shows that gamers with disabilities
make up a considerable number of players, representing a sizable base that developers can reach
with their products.
Types of Disabilities
There are a variety of different disabilities that can affect players’ access to playing video
games. Broadly speaking, they can be divided into four categories: visual disabilities, auditory
disabilities, mobility disabilities, and cognitive disabilities.
Visual disabilities influence players’ ability to see the action on screen. Bierre et al.
(2005) note that “blindness, low vision, and color blindness” are key components of visual
disabilities (Visual Disabilities section, para. 1). Some problems gamers with visual disabilities
might encounter in games include reading small text size, interpreting confusing visual cues, or
discerning different colors (Bierre et al., 2005).
Auditory disabilities affect players’ ability to hear what’s happening in a game.
Disabilities ranging from total deafness to hard-of-hearing can affect players. Players who are
deaf may not be able to follow a game’s story if there are no subtitles, and players who are hardof-hearing may find difficulty hearing certain audio cues or differentiating between multiple
audio sources (Bierre et al., 2005).
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Mobility disabilities affect players’ ability to operate the hardware necessary to control
the inputs of a video game. Bierre et al. (2005) note that mobility disabilities stem from “injury,
illness, genetics, and old age” (Mobility Disabilities section, para. 1). Players with mobility
disabilities might have difficulty pressing buttons rapidly to perform actions or might have
difficulty using a controller or other hardware at all (Bierre et al., 2005).
The final category, cognitive disabilities, contains perhaps the broadest range of
disabilities. Dyslexia, memory loss, and learning disabilities are all types of cognitive
disabilities. Complex storylines and small subtitles are issues that can cause problems for gamers
with cognitive disabilities (Bierre et al., 2005).
Hardware Solutions
Hardware aimed at providing accessibility to people with disabilities is one option to help
some gamers play video games. Yuan et al. (2011) list several different types of controllers that
can help provide better access to gamers with disabilities:
“A number of input devices have been developed that allow motor impaired players to
interact with games, such as switch inputs, brain wave controllers, head trackers, eye
controllers, mouth controllers or one-handed controllers” (p. 6).
These types of hardware, therefore, are targeted at gamers with mobility disabilities. These
gamers might have difficulty controlling a game with a controller or keyboard and mouse, so
these options provide a better way for gamers with disabilities to play video games.

Figure 1: Two examples of controllers that can assist gamers with disabilities (Yuan et al., 2011).
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Software Solutions
Software options – including accessibility menus within games themselves – present
much broader solutions to providing accessibility to gamers with disabilities. While hardware is
generally designed to help gamers with mobility disabilities, software has the potential to assist a
variety of gamers with of disabilities. Bierre et al. (2005) list several types of software, including
alternative pointing devices, on-screen keyboards, speech recognition, screen readers, and screen
magnifiers. Alternative pointing devices track users’ eye or head movements to control the game
instead of using a traditional controller. On-screen keyboards, with the use of switch controllers,
allow players – who can’t easily operate a tactile keyboard – an easier method of operating a
multi-input keyboard. Speech recognition software can recognize players’ speech, helping
players control games with their voice. Screen readers can assist gamers with visual disabilities
by converting text on-screen to audio, and screen magnifiers can also help gamers with visual
disabilities by enlarging the screen’s image (Bierre et al., 2005). Other options, like subtitles, can
help gamers with auditory disabilities by translating audio into text.
A Practical Solution for Assistive Technology
Beyond providing access to entertainment, video games serve as a venue to help people
with disabilities learn how to operate assistive technology. Archambault et al. (2008) argue that
playing video games can be a useful way for people with disabilities to strengthen their
knowledge and familiarity with the assistive technology they may need to use on a regular basis:
“Indeed, Assistive Technology enables [people with disabilities] in a lot of situations in
their daily lives, at school as well as at work or at home, in mobility, etc. The possibilities
offered to them by eInclusion makes a difference in the life of a lot of people. Therefore
it seems important that children get used to using technology as early as possible.
Computer games are often a good training for the use of AT, for children as well as for
adults after accidents [or] diseases. In addition playing games contributes considerably in
establishing and ameliorating the skills in dealing with [Human-Computer Interfaces]”
(Introduction section, para. 13).
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Not only can video games be tools for improving assistive technology skills, they can also help
people with disabilities have more participation in society (Archambault et al., 2008). Many
video games feature online modes where players can cooperate together or compete against one
another. These games present opportunities to connect socially, and accessibility gives gamers
with disabilities more access to participate in social gaming with others.
Current Issues with Accessibility in Gaming
There are several practical applications of accessibility in gaming, and there is a lot of
potential for further improvements in accessibility. However, there are still issues that make it
hard for people with disabilities to easily access games. On the hardware side, the technology
needed to assist some gamers with disabilities can be quite expensive. AbleGamers, a charity that
provides accessible technology to gamers with disabilities, notes that the average cost to assist
someone is $350. However, the technology needed to assist gamers with severe disabilities can
cost upwards of $5,000 (About AbleGamers, n.d.). This is a costly barrier in a hobby that is
already expensive, with newly released consoles – the PlayStation 5 and Xbox Series X and S –
priced from $300 to $500.
On the software side, some games are simply more accessible than others. It’s largely up
to the developer to include customizable options in their games. Some games – like The Last of
Us Part II – have incredibly extensive accessibility options that can provide access for gamers
with different disabilities (Acovino, 2020). Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout, a recently released
battle royale where players compete in a last-player-standing game show, is not as accessible.
Steven Spohn, AbleGamers’ chief operating officer, notes that the game doesn’t allow players to
reconfigure the button inputs (Spohn, 2020), making it difficult for players with mobility
disabilities to control the game. Players with color blindness may also face difficulty playing the
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game because in-game teams are split up to yellow, red, green, and blue teams. This makes it
hard for some players to differentiate between colors, making it difficult to distinguish friend
from foe (Garst, 2020). However, players with auditory disabilities have generally responded
well to the game’s simple audio design (Garst, 2020).
What differentiates software from hardware, though, is the ability to constantly update
through software patches. These patches allow developers to add features that were initially
absent or fix issues that were present before the patch. Fall Guys’ developer, Mediatonic, has
expressed a commitment to update the game to make it more accessible (Mediatonic, 2020).
The Social Uses of Video Games
Within the past two decades, video games have advanced dramatically. Perhaps the most
notable advancement is the ability to play games online with both friends and strangers anywhere
in the world. An isolated experience has decidedly shifted to a public one where players can
cooperate with or compete against others within virtual worlds. A synthesis of the literature
reveals that online video games cultivate social spaces where players can establish new
relationships or enhance pre-existing ones. Gaming spaces enable players to share experiences
together, building bonds among players. Gamers can also build their leadership skills while
playing these games.
Brief Overview
According to the ESA (2020), a majority of gamers play games with others. About 65%
of gamers play with other people, and the adult gamer – on average – spends 6.6 hours a week
playing with others online and 4.3 hours a week playing with others in person. Much of the
literature concerns massively multiplayer online games, which allow multiple players to
congregate in a shared online world. These games encourage social interaction, and they put in
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place a social space for players to engage with one another. Though much of the literature
examines MMORPG’s social implications, other online games present similar opportunities for
social interaction. Such games will be explored in the discussion chapter of this thesis.
Relationships
Perhaps the most discussed implication of social gaming throughout the literature is
games’ effect on player relationships. Overall, the literature found that games allow players to
develop positive relationships with others through play. In one study, 76.2% of men and 74.7%
women said that they made friends while playing a game with others (Cole & Griffiths, 2007).
Of those that made friends through games, 45.6% of players felt that their online friends were
equivalent to the friends they made in real life (Cole & Griffiths, 2007).
As with every other instance of practical uses of games, fun is inseparable from video
games. Kowert et al. (2014) note that unlike online chat rooms or social media platforms, video
games encourage the advancement of relationships because of the intersection between play and
social interaction. They write:
“The unique integration of a social, and predominantly playful, space has created a
distinctive, and highly accommodating, social environment. In addition to providing the
range of social accommodators associated with all mediated social outlets (i.e., visual
anonymity, asynchronicity), online games provide a shared, playful activity. The
presence of a shared activity helps to facilitate the development and maintenance of
social relationships, as well as further socially accommodate its users, as social
communication can become intertwined with the activity itself, reducing the pressure to
maintain and guide direct socialization. This can grant considerable communicative
flexibility, as the shared activity takes the forefront of attention and largely guides the
content of the conversation and mediates the pace” (Online Video Games section, para.
2).
Perhaps more than in uses for education and accessibility, fun is the key driver in developing
relationships through video games. In MMOs, players often work together to achieve a common
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goal. It is through this shared activity, as Kowert et al. (2014) mention, that players can develop
and strengthen relationships with others.
Shy players, in particular, can benefit from the social implications provided by online
games. Kowert et al.’s (2014) study focused on emotionally sensitive players’ experiences with
online games. The study found that players with high levels of emotional sensitivity (i.e.
shyness) reported more online friends than those with low levels of emotional sensitivity.
Additionally, shy players reported more instances of converting offline friendships to online
spaces than did players with low emotional sensitivity. Kowert et. al (2014) write:
“High-ES online game players appear to be successfully using these spaces to expand the
size of their social circle. As shy individuals typically report lower social support and
smaller friendship circles than individuals who are not shy, online gaming spaces could
be an important venue for emotionally sensitive individuals to meet new social contacts
to integrate into their offline lives. Furthermore, the evidence of modality switching (i.e.,
transferring offline contacts into online gaming spaces) indicates that online game play is
also being used to support pre-existing friendships. High-ES users are likely enlisting
these environments to help maintain their offline friendships due to the considerable
social flexibility and social accommodation provided by them. These social affordances
(i.e., visual anonymity, asynchronicity) allow socially inhibited users to overcome the
inhibitions that are typically experienced in face-to-face communication and, through
modality switching processes, help to strengthen pre-existing friendships and potentially
generate additional levels of social support that may not have been possible without the
social accommodations provided by the online gaming space” (Discussion section, para.
3).
Overall, video games present social spaces that encourage the development of relationships
among all types of players. In particular, though, shy players seem to be more successful at
utilizing these platforms to make new friends or enhance already established friendships (Kowert
et al. 2014).
Leadership Skills
Online games also present opportunities to increase skills that players can use outside of
gaming. Leadership is one area that researchers found players developed skills in. In his study,
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Yee (2006) notes that MMOs, in particular, provide a venue for players to increase their
leadership skills. These types of games are designed to be played cooperatively with multiple
people. Under the organization of a “guild,” players complete quests together. During this
process, players can implement strategies to complete tasks more effectively with their guild
members. Yee (2006) writes:
“In emergent groups within the MMORPG environment, leaders deal with both
administrative as well as higher-level strategy issues, most of which arise and have to be
dealt with spontaneously. Administrative tasks include: role assignment, task delegation,
crisis management, logistical planning, and how rewards are to be shared among group
members. Higher-level strategy tasks include: motivating group members, dealing with
negative attitudes, dealing with group conflicts, as well as encouraging group loyalty and
cohesion. These issues are even more salient in long-term social groups, such as guilds,
which have formalized membership and rank assignments. In other words, MMORPGs
provide many opportunities for short-term and long-term leadership experiences” (Role
Exploration and Skill Transfer section, para. 5).
Yee (2006) found that 10% of surveyed players learned a lot about leadership skills, while 40%
learned a little. It’s clear that these games provide the structure for leadership skills to flourish.
It’s up to the player, however, if they choose to operate as a leader within that structure.
Problems with the Social Nature of Gaming
Despite offering social spaces where players can create friendships or strengthen
leadership skills, online games can present serious social issues. In particular, unregulated online
social spaces can lead to harassment, hate speech, and other forms of toxicity. Though
anonymity in online games lets shy players communicate effectively with others (Kowert et. al,
2014), it also allows players to abuse the games’ systems of communication. Racism, sexism,
homophobia, transphobia, and other forms of harassment still plague online gaming spaces.
Many games encourage players to report others or mute their chat audio, but that only provides a
reactive measure after the abuse has occurred. This is likely the most dangerous drawback of
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using games practically because these types of vicious harassment in online games can lead to
depression for bullied players (Smith, 2019).
Brief Descriptive Analysis
The findings of the researched literature reveal that video games present multiple
opportunities for practical uses outside of entertainment. Educators use video games as tools
within their classrooms, and students often feel an increased level of motivation to participate
when games are involved. With the aid of accessible hardware and software, people with
disabilities can have better access to playing games. In doing so, people can learn how to use
assistive technology. Due to their online nature, many video games present opportunities for
players to develop friendships and strengthen their leadership skills. A further analysis of this
chapter’s findings will be the focus of the next chapter.
Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this thesis speculated that the effects of video games’ use in practical
ways would be positive. While this can be true in many instances, the reality is that there are
several problems associated with using video games beyond their intended use as entertainment.
Video games used by educators can fail to achieve any unique result if they don’t strike a
balance between education and fun. Though accessibility is a growing concern in the gaming
realm, the technology needed to assist players with disabilities is expensive and the inclusion of
software options for accessibility is not universal across every game. Social spaces in games can
allow for hate speech and other forms of harassment to permeate. Overall, the hypothesis is
somewhat true because games do have the potential to provide positive outcomes when used
practically. However, it is vital to highlight the potential dangers of using games practically to
present a comprehensive view of the practical applications of video games.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Overview
This chapter serves as an analysis to the findings chapter of this thesis. The researcher
will apply the results of the literature to modern video games to see how certain games
correspond to the literature’s findings. Examples of games being used for education,
accessibility, and social uses will be examined. Overall, this chapter serves as a visualization for
the reader to better understand these key issues in the practical uses of video games. Unlike the
findings chapter, this chapter is not based on studies conducted by researchers. Instead, it
highlights specific anecdotal examples of games, players, and organizations that compare to the
findings of the examined literature.
Education
Minecraft: Building with Independence
Minecraft has dominated the video game landscape since its release early last decade.
Since then, it has been released to several different platforms, spawned multiple spin-offs, and
became one of the best-selling video games of all time (Warren, 2020). In particular, Minecraft
was – and still is – a hit with children (Thompson, 2016). In 2016, Minecraft: Education Edition
was released specifically for educators. It was packaged and designed by Minecraft’s developer,
Mojang, to be used in classrooms and museums. Unlike the main version of the game, Education
Edition features 250 pre-made lessons across different subjects like STEM, history, and art, and
it allows educators to create their own lessons within the game (Jones, 2018).
Minecraft: Education Edition encourages an increased motivation in students. Jones
(2018) writes about a 7th grade teacher named John Miller who created a lesson in Minecraft
about Vikings for his students. Miller assigned the Viking lesson to his students and tasked them
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with writing about their experience after playing through the lesson. To his surprise, Miller found
that students who usually faced difficulty in writing were able to write much longer stories about
their Minecraft experience (Jones, 2018). This example concurs with Annetta’s (2008) findings
that video games increase passive students’ motivation to participate in class.
This edition of the game provides a virtual problem-solving space where students can
employ critical thinking. With the structured lessons included in the game, Webster (2020d)
notes that challenges require teamwork and planning. Students may be tasked with building a
replica of a human eye or building the coral reef (Webster, 2020d). These types of lessons within
Minecraft offer students immense agency over their actions, which Barko and Sadler (2013) note
as one of video games’ defining aspects compared to the more rigid structure of traditional
lessons. Even within the more structured pre-designed lessons, the game encourages player
experimentation, which Shaffer et. al. (2005) found to be vital for students to “develop situated
understanding” (p. 106).

Figure 2: A human eye featured in Minecraft: Education Edition (Webster, 2020d).
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Overall, Minecraft: Education Edition seems to strike a good balance between fun and
learning. Barko and Sadler (2013) found that games designed specifically for education are
usually like “flash cards” that don’t engage students in critical-thinking environments (p. 125).
Minecraft: Education Edition refutes this by presenting an environment which encourages the
higher-level thinking elements of independent learning and creativity (Jones, 2018). The game
didn’t initially start as an educational game. Its independent and creative structure – which found
a massive audience with kids – was later translated to an educational setting. A game that
millions of children were already playing was repurposed to provide a fun and challenging
learning environment. From all accounts, this proved to be a successful venture.
Discovery Tour by Assassin’s Creed: Immersive Historical Worlds
The Assassin’s Creed franchise features action-based gameplay set in historical times.
Notable time frames explored in the series include Ancient Greece, Ancient Egypt, the American
Revolution, and the Renaissance in Italy. Players fill the role of assassins tasked with destroying
the Templar Order, which seeks to control the world. In 2018, Assassin’s Creed’s developer
Ubisoft Montreal released Discovery Tour by Assassin’s Creed: Ancient Egypt, a free addition to
Assassin’s Creed Origins. The addition acts as a virtual museum, featuring over 70 guided tours
with commentary from a narrator describing locations, people, traditions, and other aspects of
Ancient Egypt (Ubisoft, 2018). A Discovery Tour was also added to the Ancient Greek setting of
Assassin’s Creed Odyssey, and the mode will be repurposed for the Viking setting of the recently
released Assassin’s Creed Valhalla sometime in the coming months (Chalk, 2020).
Discovery Tour by Assassin’s Creed removes the violence of the series and decidedly
places history at center stage. Players cannot attack characters in the game nor can they be
attacked themselves. Each tour presents various facts about a particular topic as players explore
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its surroundings. For example, players can tour the Great Pyramid of Giza while actually delving
into the pyramid itself and listening to a narrator describe the details of the structure (IGN,
2018). Shaffer et al. (2005) note that video games have the potential to place players in virtual
representations of places that aren’t readily accessible to them. Discovery Tour proves this notion
by depicting historical environments that encourage exploration and learning. Boom et al. (2020)
found that violence is often the main gameplay driver for many history-based games, which
make them inappropriate for younger students. The exclusion of violence in Discovery Tour
makes way for history to be the main focus of the experience.

Figure 3: A player follows a tour of the Great Pyramid of Giza (Flower, 2018).
Discovery Tour, however, doesn’t necessarily strike as good a balance between fun and
education as Minecraft: Education Edition does. With the series’ main gameplay feature,
violence, removed from the mode, an immense level of fun is absent from the game. Players can
still climb up walls and run around the environment, but the mode’s rigid structure discourages
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further exploration from the predetermined path of the tour. History and education, therefore, are
at the forefront of the experience in Discovery Tour, with fun largely sidelined.
That educational experience, however, is not as successful as educators may want. A
University of Montreal professor conducted a study with 330 students to see what was more
successful: a lesson from the game or a lesson from a teacher. Every student took a test, then half
explored a tour of the Library of Alexandria and the other half listened to a lecture by a teacher.
They all took a second test, and the students who listened to the teacher’s lecture did better than
the students who followed the tour in Discovery Tour (Porter, 2018). Games clearly cannot take
the place of teachers, nor should they. Instead, as Miller notes regarding Minecraft, “Games
should be used as a complement to classroom curriculum, not as a replacement” (Jones, 2018,
para. 13).
Discovery Tour by Assassin’s Creed is perhaps a more nuanced example of video games
used in an educational setting than Minecraft: Education Edition is. It features several tours of
historical locations and allows players to learn in a virtually realized environment. The game’s
violence is entirely removed, letting younger players experience the history presented by the
game. However, unlike Minecraft, Discovery Tour isn’t necessarily fun and there are no complex
problem-solving spaces that encourage higher-level thinking. Still, Discovery Tour can be a
useful supplement for teachers to help students visualize historic civilizations.
Accessibility
The Last of Us Part II: Robust Accessibility Options
The Last of Us Part II, released earlier this year, is a survival horror game where the
player must progress through the story while fighting both humans and zombie-like creatures.
The game is played from a third-person perspective, meaning the camera is behind the player as
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they aim and shoot at enemies. Most third-person action games – and most games in general –
are designed to be controlled with two hands, making it difficult for some players with mobility
disabilities to actually play the game. Visuals and audio are also key parts of the experience, and
gamers with visual or auditory disabilities may experience difficulty seeing or hearing the action
on screen.
The Last of Us Part II, however, is unlike most games. The game features a robust
accessibility menu where players can toggle options that can help make playing the game much
more feasible. Within the menu, there are over 60 accessibility options that can be tweaked
(Acovino, 2020). Along with the individual options are three distinct presets: the vision
accessibility preset, the hearing accessibility preset, and the motor accessibility preset. The
vision accessibility preset helps players who are blind or have low vision by including options
like audio cues that indicate where certain enemies or objects are. There’s also a high contrast
mode, which distinguishes allies from enemies and highlights usable objects. The hearing
accessibility preset helps players with auditory disabilities, and it includes options for subtitles
and vibrations to indicate when combat has begun or stopped. The motor accessibility option is
designed to help players with motor disabilities, and it features options like lock-on aim, the
ability to skip puzzles, and the option to change rapidly-tapped button presses to held button
presses (PlayStation, 2020).
Steve Saylor, a gamer and content creator who is blind, praised The Last of Us Part II for
its immense accessibility options. In his impressions of the game, he said, “I’m just going to say
it: [The Last of Us Part II] is the most accessible game ever” (Saylor, 2020). Both Saylor and
Courtney Craven, who joined Saylor in his impressions video and is a gamer with an auditory
disability, said that if they faced difficulty controlling the game, there was always an option that
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they could toggle to help them control the game better. Their impressions of the game parallel
Bierre et al.'s (2005) findings regarding software within video games. Different options included
in video games can help a broad range of players with disabilities. The Last of Us II’s sizable and
comprehensive accessibility menu does just that: it helps more people play video games. The
game sets a precedent for other games to follow suit, and its accessibility menu could have major
implications for the entire gaming industry.

Figure 4: High contrast mode featured in The Last of Us Part II (PlayStation, 2020).
The Xbox Adaptive Controller: Customizable Accessibility at a High Price
Certain hardware, as Yuan et al. (2011) found in their research, can be designed to assist
gamers with mobility disabilities. The Xbox Adaptive Controller is one example designed to help
gamers with disabilities play the games they want to play. Unlike most controllers, the Xbox
Adaptive Controller is a large rectangular controller with a directional pad and two switch
buttons on its face. On its side are several inputs where separate switch buttons or other
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controllers can be plugged in to function as separate buttons. Reviewer LinusTechTips on
YouTube said in his review, “The Xbox Adaptive Controller is not specifically designed for
anyone so that it can be used by everyone” (Sebastian, 2019).

Figure 5: Multiple inputs can be plugged into the Xbox Adaptive Controller (Microsoft, n.d.).
Overall, the Xbox Adaptive Controller provides a customizable way for gamers with
disabilities to play video games. However, the amount of technology required to actually use the
controller presents a high price tag. The controller itself is $100 (Microsoft, n.d), and it only
includes five inputs: the two black switch buttons, the options button, the view button, the
directional pad, and the Xbox button. Separately purchased buttons or controllers are required to
fill-in the remaining inputs, and LinusTechTips notes that switch buttons can cost up to $65
(Sebastian, 2019). The technology provided by the Xbox Adaptive Controller presents multiple
options for gamers with disabilities. However, it shows that the technology required for some
gamers with disabilities can be an expensive barrier.
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The AbleGamers Charity: Helping Gamers Play
AbleGamers is a charity designed to help people with disabilities play video games. Since
2004, AbleGamers has been “creating opportunities that enable play, in order to combat social
isolation, foster inclusive communities, and improve the quality of life for people with
disabilities” (Our Services, n.d.). To achieve this mission, AbleGamers assesses the challenges
presented by people’s disabilities and recommends or even builds the technology required for
people to actually play video games. The charity consults with video game developers to make
games more accessible, and it even helped Microsoft design the Xbox Adaptive Controller
(Reilly, 2018).
Part of AbleGamers’ mission is to help combat the expensive reality of accessible
technology. The charity notes that the average cost of helping someone with disabilities is $350,
but it could be as expensive as $5,000 (Our Services, n.d.). To help remedy this expense,
AbleGamers has a grant program that gamers with disabilities can apply for to help cover the
cost of the technology. People can donate to the charity to directly fund the grant program, with
$.92 of every dollar going to AbleGamers’ strategies (Our Services, n.d.).
Overall, AbleGamers presents a practical solution to helping people with disabilities play
video games. The charity brings awareness to video game developers and hardware
manufacturers that accessibility should be a focus in the gaming industry. Even when software
doesn’t provide adequate accessibility, AbleGamers works with people with disabilities to get
them the technology they need to play the games they want. The charity has grown in popularity
in recent years and donations have steadily increased, with the streaming platform Twitch
donating $1 million in November (Bankhurst, 2020). With such a growing presence,
AbleGamers will likely be a champion for gamers with disabilities for years to come.
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Social Uses
Fortnite: The Ultimate Virtual Social Space
In the past couple decades, multiplayer games have dominated the gaming zeitgeist.
Games like World of Warcraft and series like Call of Duty have proliferated with dedicated
player bases and high sales. However, one game in particular demands the attention of gamers
and the general population alike: Fortnite. When it originally released on July 25, 2017, Fortnite
was called Fortnite: Save the World. This version featured a co-op survival mode where players
could team up to defeat waves of enemies. After the success of PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds,
which popularized the battle royale genre, Fortnite Battle Royale was released later that year.
The new mode, which is free to play, quickly became a huge hit in the gaming space. One of the
most successful multiplayer games quickly became one of the most social. With constant updates
and new modes, Fortnite has become a new social space for players, especially young ones.
Teens and tweens are particularly taking to Fortnite as a new venue for communication
and as a place to hang out. National Research Group ([NRG] 2019) conducted a survey of
Fortnite users. In its report, NRG found that the game occupies 25% of the free time for players
aged 10-17. The group also found that 82% of Fortnite’s overall audience is 35 years old or
younger. The player base is decidedly young, and those users are engaging with the game in
unique ways compared to other multiplayer games.
Fortnite Party Royale is a separate mode from the Battle Royale and Save the World
modes offered in the game. It is a free mode released in early 2020 that lets players hang out with
others in the in-game environment with their avatars. The mode removes the player vs. player
combat to offer a social space free of competition and violence. Epic Games, Fortnite’s
developer, describes the mode as a space that will continue to evolve (Webster, 2020b). This
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mode, in particular, and its growth potential is what truly sets Fortnite apart from other online
games. NRG (2019) writes:
“Emergent platforms such as Fortnite are catalyzing authentic connection in digital
spaces, allowing users to connect on a level that is more uncurated and unfiltered. By
forging validating personal connections, Fortnite users are compelled to spend more and
more time in this uniquely social space” (p. 4).
NRG (2019) notes that players enjoy Fortnite and benefit emotionally from it because they
believe it connects them to others, is a “worthwhile experience,” and is fun to play (p. 8). Party
Royale, especially, is a virtual place where gamers can congregate and have fun. The removal of
violence strips away any potentially harmful levels of competition for a decided focus on
community. Kowert et al. (2014) found that mostly social and playful game environments can
lead to improved friendships. That seems to be a driver for many Fortnite players, as they
continue to congregate in the playful space provided by Party Royale.
Another aspect wholly unique to Fortnite is its position as a platform. Many online
games can be thought of as a platform that continually update with new experiences for players.
However, most of those games are limited to experiences within the context of their games’
stories and worlds. Fortnite capitalizes on bringing other brands within the Fortnite world to
offer wide-ranging experiences. Players can purchase skins for their avatars from movie
universes like Marvel, DC, and Star Wars (Goslin, 2020). In-game events within Battle Royale,
like when players could play as the Marvel villain Thanos (Webster, 2018), bring players back-in
to experience limited-timed events.
That position as a platform has been especially prevalent in 2020. In April, the game
hosted a virtual, choreographed concert for rapper Travis Scott (Webster, 2020a). Scott’s giant
avatar walked around the in-game environment while performing five songs. In June, Fortnite
hosted a screening for one of Christopher Nolan’s films. Inception, Batman Begins, or The
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Prestige played on a screen in the Party Royale environment depending on where players lived
(Webster, 2020c).

Figure 6: Travis Scott performs for players in Fortnite (Webster, 2020a).
Overall, Fortnite provides players – especially young ones – with a social gathering space
that is distinct from other online games. Party Royale invites groups of friends to hang out in a
virtual environment, and timed concerts and movie nights offer unique experiences within a
video game. In a year where gathering together in-person is unsafe, Fortnite delivers a virtual
playground for people to safely assemble.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Summary of Academic Study
It’s clear that video games have a wide range of practical applications beyond their
intended use of entertainment. Games have the potential to increase students’ motivations,
encourage independence, and develop critical thinking skills. Through accessibility options in
software and specifically designed hardware, games can serve as practical pieces of technology
for people with disabilities. Multiplayer games have the possibility to provide a unique social
space for people to collaborate and congregate within. However, there are some issues associated
with games being used practically. Perhaps the most dangerous of which is the harassment
experienced by users of online video games. With further research and development, these issues
can be diminished to allow games’ practical uses to be mostly beneficial.
Reference to Literature Review
An investigative literature review was conducted prior to the writing of this thesis. The
researcher examined six articles in total, with two articles being researched per subtopic. The
review itself provided a base of knowledge about the overall topic, and it stimulated further
research on the subtopics. It identified missing information that was deemed crucial to this thesis,
so the researcher assessed several other articles after the initial literature review. The review
itself is included in the appendix chapter of this thesis.
Implications of Academic Study
Video games’ uses for practical purposes represent several business opportunities that
game developers can take advantage of. When designed correctly, games can be effective
learning tools in classrooms. Developers can create games specifically designed for classrooms
by focusing their business on reaching educators and students. Successful educational games,
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however, must strike a balance between fun and education. Accessible software and hardware
are needed to assist gamers with disabilities. Developers can work with people with disabilities
to create comprehensive accessibility options in their games to make them more accessible to a
wider audience. A wider audience, therefore, signifies a greater number of people purchasing
their games. Online games have the potential to provide social spaces for friends to gather in. By
creating spaces designed for collaboration, developers can attract a wide audience that
continually plays their games for the provided social qualities. Though it is a relatively new
phenomenon, virtual reality is a growing focus in the video game industry. Developers can
harness virtual reality technology to present incredibly realistic social spaces for people to
congregate within while still remaining physically distant.
Limitations of the Theory or Method of Research
Overall, the method of research is valid because it largely relies on the previously
published, peer-reviewed studies of researchers. Their methodology was sound, so their results in
this thesis can be trusted. However, some of the examples provided in the discussion chapter are
somewhat limited because they are anecdotal examples. For example, no definitive research has
been conducted about Minecraft: Education Edition or the other discussed games. Some of these
examples are also very recent, like Fortnite and The Last of Us Part II, and no peer-reviewed
studies have been published about these games. These examples were purposely included in the
discussion chapter rather than the findings chapter because they are intended to echo the findings
of the literature through examples of modern games. Though there are limitations associated with
their inclusion, these games still correspond with the findings of the researchers.
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Recommendations or Suggestions of Future Academic Study
Going forward, there are several areas for further research into the practical applications
of games. Within education, researchers can investigate how using games in a curriculum affects
students’ learning outside the classroom. For example, with children using Minecraft both within
and outside of classrooms, it is possible that children may continue their learning beyond the
hours of school. Researchers can focus on how the inclusion of accessibility options affects the
social lives of people with disabilities. These options allow more people to play games, and it is
possible that people with disabilities expand their social circles due to the social nature of some
games. Finally, further attention can be directed toward the benefits of social spaces in games.
Research can also be conducted on the negative aspects of social spaces in games. Harassment
plagues many social games, so researchers can conduct surveys on how this affects gamers who
use those platforms.
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Appendix
Project Charter
Submitted on September 14, 2020
1

Project Overview

1.1

Introduction
This capstone thesis is designed to explore the practical uses of video games outside the

realm of entertainment. Though their main purpose is often leisure, video games have been used
as practical tools for various purposes. While exploring their different uses, this thesis will
describe video games’ benefits to certain fields and applications within society. Some of these
fields include, but are not limited to education, communication, mental health, virtual reality and
other virtual spaces, and providing functional accessibility to people with disabilities.
The video games discussed in this thesis will fall under two definitions that I will further
develop throughout the process of this thesis. The first is the creation of video games or video
game-like software that is intended for a purpose other than entertainment. In other words, these
are games specifically designed for practical uses. The other is the unintentional creation of
video games for a practical use beyond the intended use of entertainment. These are games that
were created with the intent to entertain, but users or developers have repurposed them for other
practical uses. Both types of games and the effects will be considered and analysed.
By examining the practical uses of games, this thesis will also uncover several
opportunities that can be exploited. An analysis of video games will discuss how they can be
leveraged for several uses in today’s society. Business ventures, opportunities to socialize
remotely, and tools for educators are all opportunities game developers can capitalize on. These
will be researched and discussed within the thesis.
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Major Stakeholders
● Capstone creator: Jack Martin
● Capstone advisor: Mary Piecewicz
● Video game developers
● Educators
● Students
● Mental health workers
● People with disabilities

2

Project Goal and Scope

2.1

Project Goal
The goal of this thesis project is to identify, synthesize, and analyze the practical

applications of video games into one research document. The project will examine the role of
video games as a disruptor within society. This, of course, is especially evident in the realm of
entertainment. However, this project will focus on how video games have permeated as practical
tools in society beyond entertainment. This project will use research and secondary sources to
assess the legitimacy of the use of video games as practical applications. This thesis will analyze
the potential future games will have in society, and it will determine any benefits or adverse
effects caused by video games within the realm of practical functionality.
2.2

Project Scope
In Scope
The first stage of the project is to research the topic. This stage will include compiling

secondary resources like scholarly articles, magazine articles, books, or other resources.
Information will be garnered from professionals working within the video game industry, writers
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covering the industry, or any other professionals studying the different uses of video games.
These sources will be used as the basis for the information presented in this thesis. A literature
review of these sources will be included in the final version of the thesis. The written portion of
this thesis will include a synthesis of the relevant sources regarding the topic.
Another stage of this project is the analysis of the compiled information. This will feature
my interpretation of the gathered research. The analysis will evaluate the beneficial aspects of
video games beyond entertainment, and it will also review any objections to the positive uses of
video games.
Out of Scope
Due to the short time frame and the health concerns presented by the COVID-19
pandemic, this project will feature no primary research. Interviews, questionnaires, surveys, or
other forms of primary research will not be conducted. This project is entirely based on
secondary research conducted by professionals studying the topic.
3

Assumptions
● I assume that video games, despite being marketed primarily as entertainment, can be
used for several other purposes in society.
● I assume that with more research and development, video games can continue evolving
into tools for educators, students, medical workers, people with disabilities, and other
members of society.

4

Constraints
● Time
○ This project is being conducted within the set time limit of 14 weeks.
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○ With this in mind, the project will be limited to the research and analysis
conducted within that time frame.
● Scope
○ The scope of this project is set to meet the project’s goal within a strict timeframe.
○ Synthesis, data collection, and analysis will be based on secondary research.
○ No primary research like interviews or surveys will be conducted.
● COVID-19
○ A unique constraint to this project is the limits placed on society due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
○ All the work for this project will be conducted online with resources garnered
from reputable newspapers, books, magazines, and other sources.
5

Risks
● Positive Risks
○ The project will determine several positive uses of video games for different
members of society.
○ The project will analyze and ponder the future for video games as practical tools
for further research and development.
● Negative risks
○ The project might not determine any beneficial uses of video games.
○ The health concerns presented by the COVID-19 pandemic may limit access to
physical resources in public or private institutions like libraries or universities.
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Measures of Success
Project Outcomes

Measure of Success

Identification of practical uses of video games

The project introduces readers to the different
uses of video games beyond entertainment.

Analysis of the future uses of video games for
society

The project speculates and identifies the
potential uses of video games to benefit
society.

Examination of specific games with beneficial The project discusses several games designed
qualities
specifically for practical uses, as well as
games developed for entertainment that are
also used for other purposes.
Determination of opportunities

The project analyzes several business, social,
educational, or other apparent opportunities
made available by the practical applications of
video games.

A successful capstone deliverable

The project receives an A.
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Literature Review
1.

Defining the Research Topic
The research topic of this thesis is the practical applications of video games beyond

entertainment. Overall, video games are primarily intended as pieces of entertainment. Despite
this, games have the potential to serve as pieces of technology that can be used for other
purposes. The main objectives of this thesis are to research the different practical uses of video
games outside of entertainment and to synthesize the literature’s findings into a final document.
The project aims to determine the positive benefits of using games practically. It also plans to
uncover any drawbacks associated with using games practically.
The topic itself is rather broad, so the researcher limited the research to three distinct
subtopics: video games in education, accessibility in the gaming industry, and the social
implications of video games. The education subtopic will examine the role of video games in
classroom settings. The accessibility subtopic will determine how people with disabilities play
games, and how game developers or organizations create software or hardware that allow more
people to play games. The social implications subtopic will investigate the role of online games
in the social lives of gamers.
Each subtopic has its own unique, studied population because the three subtopics are
independent areas of study. The researcher will study educators and students for the education
subtopic to gauge how games affect each group. For the accessibility subtopic, people with
disabilities will be the main population under study. Finally, gamers who regularly play games
with others online will be the studied population for the social implications subtopic.
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Research Questions
● Before research began, the main question for this thesis was: How can video games
operate beyond their intended function of entertainment for other purposes?
○ Other questions included:
■ Who uses video games as practical tools?
■ How are game creators and gamers evolving video games to function
more practically within society?
■ If there are positives to using games as tools, are there any drawbacks?
● As the researcher narrowed down the topic to the subtopics of education, accessibility,
and social uses, these questions were asked:
○ How are educators using video games in their classrooms, and are they useful
learning tools or distractions?
○ How are video game developers making games more accessible, and what is the
current state of accessibility in gaming?
○ Do video games present opportunities for social enhancement?
● These questions will likely be written verbatim in the main thesis document.

3.

Introduction to the Literature Review
This literature review will focus on a sample of the intended literature to be researched

for this project. The researcher will read six articles about the topic and will detail those articles’
findings in this review. This review is not intended to be a comprehensive synthesis or analysis
about the findings of the articles. A comprehensive synthesis and analysis will be included in the
findings and discussion chapters of the thesis. Instead, this review is intended to sample a
selection of articles to determine the validity of both the literature and the topic itself. By
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reviewing these articles, it will be possible to confirm the practicality of the topic, and the
researcher will be able to conduct further research and start the writing process.
4.

Literature Review Components
Before conducting research for this project, the researcher had two assumptions regarding

the topic. The first was the assumption that video games, despite being marketed primarily as
entertainment, can be used for several other purposes in society. The second assumption was that
with more research and development, video games can continue evolving into tools for
educators, students, medical workers, people with disabilities, and other members of society.
These assumptions were developed and included for the thesis’ project charter, and they are
included here verbatim.
For the literature review itself, the researcher focused on finding scholarly articles
regarding the topic. Limiting the initial literature review to scholarly articles made it so the
findings were based on empirical evidence conducted by professionals. These articles are
especially pertinent because they are intended to serve as the basis for the findings of the thesis.
For the thesis itself, further research will also be directed at anecdotal evidence from educators,
online content creators, developers, and organizations. These sources will serve as the basis for
the analysis section of the thesis – not the findings section – because these sources aren’t
empirical forms of evidence, unlike the scholarly articles.
5.

Investigation: Theories, Models and Research Studies
This section will discuss the articles the researcher studied for the literature review. After

narrowing down the topic to the subtopics of education, accessibility, and social uses, the
researcher investigated literature regarding those areas of study. This section will highlight six
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pieces of literature in total. Two articles per subtopic will be reviewed and discussed, and some
quotes will be included to signify the source’s validity.
Education
The first article reviewed for the education subtopic largely concerns how video games
can increase students’ motivations. Annetta (2008) writes:
“Educators and scientists repeatedly return to the conclusion that one advantage of
educational games is that games tend to generate a much higher level of students’
positive emotional engagement, thus making the learning experience more motivating
and appealing, improving participation and achievement. Games can motivate passive
students to contribute more than they would in a traditional learning environment. Video
games motivate learning by challenging and providing curiosity, beauty, fantasy, fun, and
social recognition. They reach learners who do not do well in conventional settings” (p.
233).
This article is indicative of video games’ benefits when used in educational settings. As Annetta
(2008) notes, passive students often contribute more when video games are included in lesson
plans. This is clearly a valuable piece of information that will be included in the final draft of the
thesis.
The second article reviewed for the education subtopic also discusses a benefit when
using games in educational settings. Barko and Sadler (2013) write how games offer independent
learning in problem-solving spaces. Video games give students immense agency, something that
is often lacking in traditional lectures. Barko and Sadler (2013), however, also identify some
negatives associated with games used in education. They write:
“Most video games designed specifically for education have created little more than
technologically advanced and colorful flash cards. Instead of engaging learners in rich
environments that challenge learners to make decisions and solve complex problems,
educational video games have tended to create new venues for drill and grill tasks, not all
that dissimilar from what can easily be accomplished through worksheets” (Squire, 2003,
as cited in Barko & Sadler, 2013, p. 125).
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Educational games, it seems, don’t provide any unique learning experience for children. Barko
and Sadler (2013) note that games used in educational environments can only be effective if they
provide problem-solving spaces that encourage critical thinking. With Annetta’s (2008) and
Barko and Sadler’s (2013) articles, it seems that there are both positives and negatives to using
video games as educational tools. This dichotomy will be examined in the thesis.
Accessibility
The first article reviewed for the accessibility subtopic highlights various disabilities and
some accessible solutions to getting more people with disabilities to play video games. Bierre et
al. (2005) define four categories of disabilities: visual disabilities, auditory disabilities, mobility
disabilities, and cognitive disabilities. These disabilities can affect people’s access to games,
especially if certain games don’t provide accessibility menus for people to alter options. Bierre et
al. (2005) also list several solutions in terms of accessibility. These include both software and
hardware options that can assist people with disabilities. This article essentially provides an
overview of disabilities and lists some practical solutions that game creators can implement in
their games to help people with disabilities.
The second article in the accessibility subtopic emphasizes video games’ potential as a
practical piece of technology for people with disabilities. Archambault et al. (2008) specifically
discuss how video games can be useful for people with disabilities to learn how to operate
assistive technology. They note:
“Indeed, Assistive Technology enables [people with disabilities] in a lot of situations in
their daily lives, at school as well as at work or at home, in mobility, etc. The possibilities
offered to them by eInclusion makes a difference in the life of a lot of people. Therefore
it seems important that children get used to using technology as early as possible.
Computer games are often a good training for the use of AT, for children as well as for
adults after accidents [or] diseases. In addition playing games contributes considerably in
establishing and ameliorating the skills in dealing with [Human-Computer Interfaces]”
(Introduction section, para. 13).
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This is perhaps the most practical use of video games for people with disabilities. Archambault et
al. (2008) suggest that video games can help people with disabilities become familiar with the
assistive technology they may need to use on a day-to-day basis. While Bierre et al.’s (2005)
article is rather broad, Archambault et al.’s (2008) is decidedly focused. Both will be useful in
developing a complete view of the accessibility subtopic.
Social
The first article reviewed for the social implications subtopic concerns video games’
effects on relationships. Kowert et al. (2014) note that games have the ability to allow for preexisting friendships to strengthen and new ones to form. They write:
“The unique integration of a social, and predominantly playful, space has created a
distinctive, and highly accommodating, social environment. In addition to providing the
range of social accommodators associated with all mediated social outlets (i.e., visual
anonymity, asynchronicity), online games provide a shared, playful activity. The
presence of a shared activity helps to facilitate the development and maintenance of
social relationships, as well as further socially accommodate its users, as social
communication can become intertwined with the activity itself, reducing the pressure to
maintain and guide direct socialization. This can grant considerable communicative
flexibility, as the shared activity takes the forefront of attention and largely guides the
content of the conversation and mediates the pace” (Online Video Games section, para.
2).
Online video games, it seems, provide players with a virtual social space to cooperate and hang
out with others.
The second article reviewed for the social implications subtopic deals with another
positive associated with using games as a social tool. Yee (2006) writes that players in MMOs
have the potential to develop leadership skills. He notes:
“In emergent groups within the MMORPG environment, leaders deal with both
administrative as well as higher-level strategy issues, most of which arise and have to be
dealt with spontaneously. Administrative tasks include: role assignment, task delegation,
crisis management, logistical planning, and how rewards are to be shared among group
members. Higher-level strategy tasks include: motivating group members, dealing with
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negative attitudes, dealing with group conflicts, as well as encouraging group loyalty and
cohesion. These issues are even more salient in long-term social groups, such as guilds,
which have formalized membership and rank assignments. In other words, MMORPGs
provide many opportunities for short-term and long-term leadership experiences” (Role
Exploration and Skill Transfer section, para. 5).
The structure of online games seems to allow players to strengthen their leadership skills in a
social setting. Despite being in different locations, players can work together to dole out tasks or
provide other forms of support. Both Kowert et al. (2014) and Yee (2006) largely focus on the
benefits of using games as social tools. No immediate drawbacks were identified by the authors,
so the researcher will review other articles to uncover any potential negatives to social video
games.
6.

Conclusions
Combined, these six articles serve as a good starting point for the research to be

conducted for this thesis. The researched articles all provide information about the subtopics and
detail several benefits to using games practically. Further research will be conducted about each
subtopic to develop a holistic view of the main topic. The researched articles will be included in
the findings section of the thesis, and the included quotes will likely be incorporated as well.
There are some ideas and research missing from the researched articles. Most noticeably,
specific examples of games are largely absent from the articles. Some of the literature provided
examples of certain games, but the literature serves more as a broad approach to the subtopics athand. Therefore, research will be conducted on how certain games correspond to the findings of
the literature.
Though it is designed as a synthesis of the available literature, this thesis will add to the
pre-existing body of knowledge about the practical uses of video games. It will examine some
modern games that are used practically, and it will serve as an up-to-date document for people
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interested in the practical applications of video games. The thesis will also present business
opportunities that game developers can take advantage of, and it will suggest opportunities for
further research to be conducted.
7.

Lessons Learned
While conducting this literature review, the researcher developed a base of knowledge for

the topic. Each subtopic presented new pieces of information about the overall topic, and ideas
for further research were established. The literature review itself presented the idea that initial
research for a project can be thought of as a stepping stone. The researcher learned a decent
amount about the topic, but the literature review served as an important piece that encouraged
more research into the practical applications of video games.
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